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Company

Associate Décor Limited (ADL) is one of the leading players in the Indian wood panel products market. ADL is a joint venture of the 
Associate Group and Kings Wood, Bengaluru. The company currently manufactures premium decorative laminates and the most advanced 
and intelligent plain and pre-laminated particleboards & MDF boards in India. Future plans involve expanding the product offering to 
include veneers and flooring. Associate Décor Limited mainly operates in the panel products space catering to both Indian and 
international markets.

Products Par Excellence 

Associate Pre-Laminated Particleboards are the best engineered ones in the country, available in several variants and made using 
state-of-the-art international production technology. Perfect consistency, great designs and seamless customer-service & delivery are 
hallmarks of our pre-laminated boards offering. Associate Laminates includes over 450 premium varieties to choose from; spread across 
innovative designs, textures, colours and finishes. Our high-quality laminates are available in 1mm, 0.8mm, 0.6mm thickness and Post 
Forming series. Fire-retardant and waterproof variants are available especially for kitchens, hotels, cinema halls and more. 

India’s Largest Particleboard Manufacturing Plant 

ADL’s wood panel production plant in Karnataka is fully equipped with the best international technology, and is optimally planned. In close 
proximity to ample plantation wood and raw material, the plant is also strategically located close to well-developed transport routes by sea 
and air. The plant houses the best machinery for production of high-pressure laminates and pre-laminated particleboards in South Asia. 
Our plant is geared to produce an output of 1100 CBM / Day.

Hard Woodpore and Pine Shine

This summer, give an exotic woody feel to your spaces with Hard Woodpore and Pine Shine, two new MFC surface textures from Associate. 
The MFCs get a rich look and feel from the Walnut crust (Hard Woodpore) which offers a compact design made with delicate pore lines and 
a smooth, semi-glossy hardened finish. The knotty, intricate vertical grain lines in the Pine Shine texture offer a rich and almost natural 
wood effect to the MFCs. The boards are available in a splendid array of woodgrains as well as solid colours that compliment and 
coordinate with the new surface textures. The comprehensive colour palette includes classic whites, ivory and greys as well as vibrant 
colours from yellows to blues and much more. Moreover, these two textures can be made available in all the décors in the MFC range and 
could be combined with hundreds of other designs offered by Associate. The applications of MFCs with Pine Shine texture and black gloss 
finish come truly alive when combined with Moroccan Walnut, a dark walnut design with straight patterns.

Selected by a team of interior design experts and trend forecasters and made available along with a wide range of other designs, these 
textures, along with all the others by Associate Particleboards are 100% European import, making them the trendiest and most advanced 
MFCs ever to be manufactured in India. Crafted such that they are “intelligent” enough to increase your efficiency, decrease your down 
time and care for the environment; these boards are also “expressive” enough to bring a new life into your spaces.
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